Food Service Establishment Inspection Summary Report

Operation: COHEN SCHOOL CAFETERIA (ID: 265502 )
Facility Name: COHEN SCHOOL
Facility Code: 00103-09
Facility Address: 100 Robinwood Avenue, Elmira Heights, NY 14903

To the Attention of:
ELMIRA HEIGHTS CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Suzanne Blunt
C/o - Cohen School (s. Blunt)
100 Robinwood Ave.
Elmira Heights, NY 14903
Email: sblunt@gstboces.org

Pre-op Inspection
Date: July 25, 2018  10:06 AM
Inspector: Zachary Cavaluzzi (zcavaluzzi@co.chemung.ny.us)
Responsible Person: Kevin Brown

Summary
Number of Public Health Hazards Found: 0
Number of Public Health Hazards NOT Corrected: 0
Number of Other Violations Found: 0

Each item found in violation is reported below along with the code requirement.

NO CRITICAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

NO ADDITIONAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED
Additional Information Collected During Inspection

Comments: Pre-operational inspection conducted to evaluate newly renovated kitchen. No violations observed during pre-operational inspection. Observed functioning digital thermometer. Both walk-in cooler and freezer were operational at time of inspection. Observed thermometers in all cold holding units in kitchen. All food prep sinks observed draining into indirect drains. Observed mop sink with back flow prevention device. Automated sanitizer and dish soap dispenser operational during inspection. Observed test strips for both quaternary ammonia and chlorine. Setting for sanitizing solution dispenser set with a quaternary ammonia concentration of 400ppm. Discussed cleaning of all food contact surfaces and equipment before placing into service. Discussed stocking all hand washing sinks with adequate supplies such as soap, hot water, and paper towels. Discussed increasing length of time water flows from hand wash sink in employee toilet room to allow for adequate hand washing.

Inspector: Zachary Cavaluzzi (zcavaluzzi@co.chemung.ny.us)

Received by: Kevin Brown